Download Prospecting Cover Letter
Unlike a cover letter, though, you can't use the job description to determine which qualifications and experience
to highlight. Instead, emphasize how your skills and experience would be helpful to the company overall.
Prospecting letters are a type of cover letter. The sample given below will give you a good idea about how to
write it in the right way. The sample given below will give you a good idea about how to write it in the right
way.
As opposed to a cover letter, a letter of interest can be sent at any time, whether or not the company is in the
market for new hires. Prospecting letters are introductory in nature.
Like the application cover letter, the prospecting cover letter is written by a job seeker to a company of interest.
However, this type of cover letter inquires about open job positions in general. It is not a response to a specific
job posting.
Edited July 31, 2013. Submitting a prospecting cover letter can be the proverbial foot in the door for jobseekers. A prospecting cover letter – also known as a letter of inquiry or a cold call letter – is a useful tool if you
have an interest in working for a company that isn’t actively hiring or isn’t widely advertising.
Real estate prospecting letters get the attention of prospective buyers and compel them to take action. The mark
of an effective prospective letter is that it speaks to the target client as if you are directly speaking to him.
The sales prospecting letter is an effective tool that is used by the business professional to introduce and spread
awareness about the company and their products.
PROSPECTING COVER LETTER EXAMPLE 123 Blascot Lane Chicago, IL 60611 April 12, 2005 Mr.
Robert Burns President, Marketing Division
Sample Letter of Interest / Prospecting Letter A letter of interest, also known as a prospecting letter or inquiry
letter, is sent to prospective employers that may be hiring, but, haven't listed a specific job opening to apply for.
Cold-contact cover letters can also be labelled as letters of inquiry, letters of interest, speculative cover letters or
prospecting cover letters. Is it worth it? Tried everything to get a job and still having no luck?
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